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Resistance to treatment
Combinatorial CRISPR strategy

Zagar et al; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cdtm.2019.11.001
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23 million double mutants, identifying about 550,000 
negative and about 350,000 positive genetic interactions.

Synthetic lethality in Yeast



Genetic Interaction maps in mammlian cells



Combinatorial screens



Mammalian Cells: CRISPR based screens



Mammalian cells: Complexities

1. High off target effects and low KD efficiency with RNAi and shRNA

2. Variability among the cell types chosen.

3. Problems with CRISPR methodologies so far: multiple plasmid transfection or cloning steps, large constructs 
and complex combinations of promoters, which limit its usage in genome-wide genetic screening due to high 
risk of losing library components during library construction.

4. The application of barcode to label multiple gRNAs has been found result in half of the mismatch of gRNA-
barcodes due to lentiviral template switching

3 papers using different CRISPR based screens to map genetic interactions





Aim: Identify gene pairs that are synthetic lethals and possibly
new therapeutic targets.

Create genome wide map of cancer dependancies



Generation of Synthetic lethal pairs

Strategy to identify  pairs of genes



Does the two guide RNA strategy works in downregulating expression?



Measuring Cas9 activity



Work flow for hit selection

A total of 701 gene pairs were used for
screening



Comparision of predicted vs observed fitness values



Most of the hits are gene paralogs

Hit overlap in all the cell lines Paralogs in synthetic lehthality



Hit validation in an othogonal manner





Overlap of the hit list with previousy published 
screens on synthetic lethality

What is new?



FAM50A-FAM50B axis



Are FAM50A and B involved in cell proliferation?



Tumor expansion in mice after interfering with the FAM axis



How does FAM reintroduction induce apoptosis



Induction with Apoptosis



Summary

1. New synthetic lethal pairs have been identified that are involved in ascertaining fitness of cells.

2. Most of the hits turnned out to be gene paralogs.

3. New therapeutic mnodules are potentially discovered.

Drawbacks:

1. Limited number of genes tested.

2. Not all hits will be additive affects.





Aim: Identify signaling mechanisms
Conferring resistance to BRAF inhibition



Pooled sgRNA library

Xenograft into mice

Methodology



Screen



Hit identification from the tumors



List of All Hits



Validation of the Hits



A complementary screen to compare the hits



Hit List





Validation in model systems





Validation of SMAD3 as a hit



Inhibitors agaist SMAD3 affects tumor formations



Idnetification of the pathway driving SMAD3 expression



SMAD3 siganture in melanomas
SMAD3 from biopsies



Summary

1. The study highlights the pathways associated with persister cells

2. New pathways involved in persister cells are identified

Drawbacks

1. Functionality of CRISPRa plasmids used in the current study is unclear

2. Reprogramming transcriptional profiles would be a complicated approach for therapy.





Paper -3



Combigen Strategies



Screen Outlay



Cloning strategy



Proof of principle: Multiple gene knock out



Triple gene knock out-Ovarian cancer

15 druggable genes were chosen

32x32x32gRNA were used



Validation of the hits in the screens using pharmacological inhibitors



New combination therapy of drugs alters the tumor size in vivo



Dual-Gene Knockout Screen Identifies a Drug Combination that Enhances 
Protection against PD Toxicity

28 druggable genes were used



Validation of the Hits



Conclusions

1. A nice strategy to identify novel combination of genes to identify new therapeutic targets.

2. Platfrom can be combined with CRISPRi to mimic drugs.

3. Platform can be combined with single cell RNA seq.

Questions:

1. Patient derived cell lines?

2. Efficiency of the guide RNAs
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